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Literal definition

To throw into shadow
or

To make obscure
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Practical definition
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Cookies

• Thought up in 1994
• Originally used to make a site stateful
• A small bit of data saved in the browser

Figure 1: Lou Montulli
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Third-party cookies

• User for de-anonymising traffic
• Link browsing behaviour to a real person
• Mainly used by advertisers to track people across the web
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Example case: coolblue.nl

• bing.com
• linkedin.com
• pinterest.com
• clarity.ms
• ...
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Third-party cookies

• User for de-anonymising traffic
• Link browsing behaviour to a real person
• Also used by governments to track people across the web (and world)
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Third-party cookies

Figure 2: Cookie piggybacking [1]
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Cookies that give you away

Can we use third party cookies to associate traffic to real people?
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Attacker model

• "No SSL stripping allowed" - 2014 (only 30% of the web was https)
– Allow our attacker model to mitm

• assuming attacker has access to major web traffic junctions (think of an ISP)
• The attack is fully passive
• IP addresses of the target can change frequently
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Cookies that give you away

• Long lasting cookies
• non changing cookies
• User specific cookies
• cookies we can use to create a user "profile"
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Cookies that give you away

Good way to find these cookies?
run two browser simulations at the same time and check what cookies are unique
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Matching traffic to users

Figure 3: Associating traffic [1]15



Blockers

Figure 4: Ublock origin
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Tracking pixels

• Simple transparent image object
• No actual use ... besides tracking
• Harder to block (but not impossible)
• quick visit to bol.com: (?) tracking pixels
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Tracking pixels

• Simple transparent image object
• No actual use ... besides tracking
• Harder to block (but not impossible)
• quick visit to bol.com: 2 tracking pixels
• product data sent?
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Tracking pixels

• Simple transparent image object
• No actual use ... besides tracking
• Harder to block (but not impossible)
• quick visit to bol.com: 2 tracking pixels
• product data sent: 121 parameters sent....
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FLoC

• Anonymisation by grouping
• Everyone hates it because no one got asked
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Hardware tracking

• DrawnApart [2]
• Browser render times
• Nearly impossible to block and cross browser
• Sadly shows great promise

Figure 5: Raw traces from 2 gpus [2]
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Defining the scope

• Many different methods, each designed for specific purposes
• We are going to look at 2 examples of techniques
• CacheCloak and TrackMeNot
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CacheCloak

• False echoes and imitations to achieve obfuscation
• Privacy vs functionality trade-off
• k-anonymity
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CacheCloak: Goals

• Best features of all existing solutions to the trade off
• Relevant data can still be extracted by the user
• Not temporary time-buying strategy
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CacheCloak: Solution

• It generates mobility predictions from historical data ..
• .. and submits intersecting predicted paths.
• Each new predicted path is made to intersect with other users’ paths.
• Users retrieve cached query responses for successive new locations from the trusted server.
• New prediction only when no cached response is available for their current locations.
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CacheCloak: Solution

1 Cache Hit
– Cachecloak has cached data on this location, return cached location

2 Cache Miss
– Cachecloak doesn’t have cached data on this location
– Calculate predicted path with that location a known cached location
– query LSB for all locations in that path
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CacheCloak: Example
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CacheCloak: Example
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CacheCloak: Distribution

• Trust needed in CacheCloak server
• Can be solved by doing the caching locallly
• Using the CacheCloak server as "lookup proxy"
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CacheCloak: Conclusion

• No spatial degrading
• Minimal time delay
• The more users, the more privacy
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TrackMeNot

• Hiding the user in the crowd (that you create)
• Benefit of personalization against the risk of sensitive information disclosure
• Best of both words?
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TrackMeNot: The Problem

• Provide personalized searches in a privacy friendly way
• It is challenging!
• A lot of data that can (and will) be misused
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TrackMeNot: The Problem

• Many queries are too ambiguous
• Reformulation techniques are used
• Mostly based on previous search history
• Search logs!
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Previous attempts

• By search engines themselves
• Tor
• Private information retrieval techniques (PIT)
• Obfuscation of search queries
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TrackMeNot: Goals

• Extension for Chrome and Firefox, available for free
• Simplicity by design
• Achieve ‘query indistinguishability’
• Prevent adversaries from using side channels and fingerprints
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TrackMeNot: Goals Limitations

• Only aiming to hide the user queries and specific user interests
• Some info can still leak
• Destruction vs devaluation
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TrackMeNot: Adversary Model

• TMN queries vs real user ones
• Topic based analysis
• Timing based analysis
• Frequency based analysis
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TrackMeNot: Query indistinguishability

• Topic-exposed Query Indistinguishability (TEQI)
• Queries are generated across the same broad topics as the original topics
• Topic-obfuscated Query Indistinguishability (TOQI)
• Query indistinguishability plus a larger set of topics
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TEQI: Against frequency analysis

• Frequency of queries across topics
• Frequency of keywords within topics
• Relative popularity of query n-grams
• TMN maintains an obfuscation profile with similar relative frequencies

Figure 6: N-grams example
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TEQI: Against timing analysis

• TMN uses user’s history to be resilient to timing analysis
• TMN maintains a weekly and daily profiles of timing information of user requests
• Exact replication does expose TMN to timing analysis
• Randomness is introduced
• TMN also tries to keep track of active periods
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TOQI: Against topic analysis

• Hiding the user topics into a larger set
• Infer the user topic interests as well as construct a list of obfuscation topics
• Selection from the universe of topics U
• The user can then chose among the topics selected
• RSS feeds are retrieved from RSS seach engines or Twitter
• Keywords are extracted (mainly titles and capital letters)

Figure 7: RSS example
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TOQI: topic analysis limitations

• The obfuscation topic and the actual topic have fundamentally different semantics
• TMN needs to choose at least one obfuscation topic to hide a real user topic
• Only against a simplistic query analysis model
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TrackMeNot: Side Channel Attacks

• Query scheduling
• HTTP Header
• External element downloading
• Favicon
• Active Content Handling
• Query suggestions
• Click Stream
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Side Channel Attacks: Query scheduling

• No queries if the browser is closed
• Query Bursts
• Search patterns
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Side Channel Attacks: HTTP Header

• Miscomputed Cookie and User Agent headers can flag TMN queries
• TMN uses Regular Expression to catch the search URL
• The referrer is never set according to the websites that a user visits
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Side Channel Attacks: External element downloading

• TMN loads the search result page in a collapsed browser element
• Same fingerprints as the user’s queries
• Search engines cannot filter artificial queries
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Side Channel Attacks: Favicon

• Is displayed along the title of the page
• Is downloaded by TMN when the page is rendered
• If present in the cache it is not downloaded

Figure 8: Favicon example
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Side Channel Attacks: Active Content Handling

• Active content is supported on the search result page
• Malicious JavaScript?
• Personalized depending on the search engine
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Side Channel Attacks: Query suggestions

• TMN mimics interactions with search engine interfaces
• TMN simulates every DOM event that is monitored on the search engine web page
• When TMN simulates keystrokes in the search box, query suggestions are requested to the

search engine
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Side Channel Attacks: Click Stream

• TMN sometimes follows search result links
• but never actually downloads content from clicked URLs
• Clicks on sponsored links are prevented
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Figure 9: Steam enter date of birth
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Dishonesty of obfuscation

• How is the data processed?
• What data is collected?
• GDPR Art. 12 and 13
• Facebook
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Figure 10: Image from Wikipedia
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Philosophy: Immanuel Kant

• Merely mean to achieve goals
• Lying always wrong
• Acts morally good independent on outcome
• Responsible for consequence of lie
• Nuance

Kant, Immanuel, On a supposed right to lie because of philanthropic concerns.
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Philosophy: John Stuart Mill

• Maximize happiness
• Protect privacy for many

Figure 11: Image from Wikipedia
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Free riding

• Benefits
• Without giving up privacy
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Waste and pollution

• Unnecessary usage
• Pollution
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Privacy Enhancing Technologies

• TrackMeNot
• DuckDuckGo
• TOR
• AdNauseam
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TrackMeNot

Figure 12: TrackMeNot
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TrackMeNot

• Honesty?
• Free riding?
• Waste?
• ?

Figure 13: TrackMeNot
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TOR

Figure 14: TOR
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AdNauseam

• Built on top of uBlock origin
• Clicks all ads
• Discontent with ads, a protest

Figure 15: AdNauseam
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Summary: justification of obfuscation

• Dishonest
• Free riding
• Waste and pollution
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Summary: justification of obfuscation

• Dishonest
• Free riding
• Waste and pollution
However... Why should we use obfuscation?
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"I’ve got nothing to hide."
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"Arguing that you don’t care about the right to privacy because you
have nothing to hide is no different than saying you don’t care about free

speech because you have nothing to say."
Edward Snowden
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A world with no privacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNJl9EEcsoE
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Information asymmetry
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Information asymmetry

• Data collection about user (by default)
• User no choice regarding collection
• Hence, asymmetrical relationship
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Opting out
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Opting out

• Just opt out
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Opting out

• Just opt out
• ... right?
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Opting out

• Just opt out
• ... right?
• Easier said than done
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Responsibility

• User
• Businesses
• Government
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Responsibility

• User
• Businesses
• Government
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Businesses

Figure 16: Earnings of Big Tech companies in first trimester of 2021
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Businesses

• Gathering, bundling and selling individual data (DoubleClick, Acxiom)
• Customer data to improve its operations (Amazon, Wal-Mart)
• User-data-driven advertising revenue (Google)
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Businesses

• Gathering, bundling and selling individual data (DoubleClick, Acxiom)
• Customer data to improve its operations (Amazon, Wal-Mart)
• User-data-driven advertising revenue (Google)

It is not in the company’s interest to support restraints on access to this information.
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Government

• Balancing interests
• Protecting values and principles
• Defining and enforcing data-collection and data-management practices for businesses (?)
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Government - problems

• Legislation operates relatively slow
• Opposition slows it down even further (corporations, other institutes, sometimes the

government itself!)
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Privacy is served by ...

• Improved opting out systems
• Disclosure limits imposed by organizational best practices
• Constraints of law and regulation
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Vulnerability remains

• Obfuscation, a troublemaker strategy
• An additional layer of cover
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Figure 17: The book on obfuscation by Finn Brunton and Helen Nissenbaum
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"[Obfuscation] can be used for data disobedience under difficult
circumstances and as a digital weapon for the informationally weak." [3]
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Obfuscation in Nature

Figure 18: Image of the webs and decays of the
spider taken from [4]

Figure 19: Image of the decays of the spider taken
from [5]
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Hiding from the internet

• Living like a cage man?
• WhatsApp vs Signal and Telegram

Figure 20: Installation of WhatsApp during
20210-2021 taken from [6]

Figure 21: Installation of Telegram and Signal
during 20210-2021 taken from [6]
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To buy time

• We do not need all the time just enough time
• The safe is as good as the security around it

Figure 22: Buying time [7]
Figure 23: Safe as the system around it [8]
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To provide cover

• Hide your identity in a pool of others
• If there is enough noise in the data, the data is useless
• Most often it results in the first goal of buying time

Figure 24: Cover your identity taken from [9]
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For deniability

• Hide the link between the user and action
• Linkability is a key concept in privacy
• Tor

Figure 25: Tor taken from [10]
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To hide individual’s identity in a database

• Privacy-friendly storage of data
• Tracker’s action
• In reality we have laws to enforce this
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To express protest

• Unlike others this is an aggressive action
• Intentionally inserting wrong information into the collected data.
• Wrong data or conclusions make by the tracker.
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Yes but it depends ...

• What is the goal?
• What are the capabilities of the tracker/attacker?
• Probably enough for most real life cases.

Figure 26: Obfuscation for locations [11] Figure 27: Obfuscation for machine learning [12]
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Small use case - slang

• The trackers can understand as much as we let them to
• Encryption is key but it is hard in real life
• Parent who do not understand the slang and abbreviation used by their kids
• Event related words that "you need to be there to understand"
• These words are easy to use and might be hard to decode

Figure 28: Example of slang from 2022 [13] Figure 29: Old man getting ’good soup’ [14]
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Conclusions

• Advanced tracker wants your data.
• Obfuscation methods to fight back the trackers.
• Ethics about obfuscation.
• Why do we need it?
• Would it work?
• Relatively new filed with a lot to research and discover.
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Thank you for your attention.

Questions ?
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